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To all whom ,it m(L'Y concern: 
Be. it known that we, LESTEH J. "WILLIAMS 

and FHED C. MYHICK, both citizens of the 
United States, residing, respectively, at 

5 Lebanon, in the county of Grafton and 
State of New Hampshire, and Manchester, 
in the county .of Hillsbo.ro and State of New 
Hampshire, have jnvented certain new and 
useful Impro.vements in Staking-Tools, of 

10 which .the following is a specification, refer
encebeing had therein to ,the accompanying 
drawings, which form a part thereof. 

Thejnvention relates to staking too.ls and 
mo.reparticularly to those features thereo.f 

15 relating ,to the retaining mechanism for the 
die, and the tool holding devices. 

The main object of the invention is to pro
vide a staking tool embodying therein a tool 
holder adapted to be mounted in the verti-

20 cal bearing in the gooseneck, and to be so 
supPo.rted as to be held stationary in any 
desired position. 

A further object of the invention is to 
provide a staking tool embodying a holder 

25 forming' a part of the tool pro.per adapted 
to be slidably mo.unted in a bearing in the 
eccentric, and provided with a simple fric
tiondevice, which will engage the said bear
ing and retain the holder in any desired 

30 position. 
A still further object is to provide a stak

ing to.ol wherein the pivot for the die will 
be so constructed and arranged as automati
cally to eject one member of the said pivot 

35 when it is released from the other, thus sim
plifying' the removal of the die. 

A still further object is to provide a stak
ing tool wherein the base will be adapted to 
receive any o.f the tools suitable for use as 

40 a stump and support same vertically inde
pently of the die, thus a voiding- the necessity 
for use of the fian,ge now commonly used 
in stumps, and permitting the use of the or
dinary tool or stake as a stump. 

45 A still further object is to provide a stak
in,g tool wherein said opening in the base 
will be provided with an ejector plunger 
ada pted to .form an ameil base for the stump, 
which Illeans will be so. constructed and 11,1'-

50 ranged as to be capable of being locked when 
said plunger is serving as an anvil and be 
permitted to spring-upwardly and eject the 
stump when it is desired to remove same. 
And a still further obj~ct is to provide .a 

staking to.ol.employing such a stump ejector 55 
wherein the opening in the die adapted to 
receive the stump will be provicled with a 
.friction device to act as a brake upon the 
stump :vhen it is removed by such ejector 
mechamsm. 60 

The invention consists in the novel fea
tures of constrnction and combination of 
parts hereinafter set forth, and described, 
and more particularly pointed out in the 
claims hereto appended. 65 

Heferring" to the drawings : Figure 1 is a 
side elevation of a staking tool embodying 
our invention, having' Po.rtions thereof 
broken away to disclose the structure and 
the base die, ejector mechanism and holeler. 70 
Fig .. 2 .is a sectional view on the line 2-2 
of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a plan view of the die. 
lFig.4 ,is.a section on the line 4-4 ·of Fig. 
2. Fig'. 5 is a detail view of a tool or stake. 
Fig. 6.is· a vertical section on a large scale 75 
of the lower end of a tool-holder showing 
a to.ol therein. 'Fig. 7 is a detail view of 
the locking eccentric Ior the die. Fig. 8 is 
a section on the line 8-8 of Fig. 7. Fig. 9 
.is a .detail view of the .locking collar :for the 80 
c1ie.Fig.l0 is. a section of amoc1ified .form 
of friction device for the holder, sa.ic1view 
being on a much enlarged scale; and Fi,Q,'. 11 
isa detailed view of one of the friction 
sleeves emplo.yedin the friction device sho,Yn 85 
in Fig. 10.' 

Like letter~ refer to like parts throughout 
the several VIeWS. 

Tn theemboc1iment of our inyenti'on shown 
in the drawings, A denotes a base carrying 90 
,a gooseneck B supporting a vertical bearing 
C for the tool-holder. This bearing is ar
ranged eccentrically of the base A and in 
vertical alinement with any opening in the 
die D, which is rotatably mountec1 on said 95 
baseA. This general arrang-ement of parts 
,is old and well known in this art, the inven
tiQn residing in other features of constl'UC
.tiQn utilizing these broad .features. 

In our present invention we mount a 100 
holder a in the bearing 0, which holder is 
used as a ,part o.f the tool propel' and is 
,adapted to receive and retain any short tool 
or stake in the lower end thereof. Theuse 
ofa.holder common to all the tools or stakes 105 
nQt only reduces the .cost of the material in 
the set of .. tools, but also of the labor re
quired to produce same. 
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The holder a, as shown in Fig. 6, has as possible, we provide the holder a with a 
its lower end drmed centrally thereof, as hardened steel top peg d projecting beyond 
at a', the diameter of the base being suffi- the body of said holder and fitted nicely 
cient to receive the shank of any tool de- thereto. 

I) signed for use therein. Seated in said base The die D is pivotally mounted upon the 70 
is a plug a2 provided with means adapted to base A by means of a collar e having a 
engage a tool, such means being preferably ::lcrew-threaded stem e' adapted to be en-
a split pin a3 adapted to enter and engage gaged by a screw-nut e2

, the head of which 
an opening in a tool. This plug or seat with enters a countersink in the said die. To 

10 the split-pin is forced into the holder amI faeilitate the substitution of dies, we mount 75 
is fitted tightly therein, and always remains a spring e3 between the screw-nut e2 and 
in the holder. The elongation of the plug the screw-threaded stem e' so that, as the 
a2 affords sufficient bearing surface to hold nut e2 is lillscrewed, the spring e3 will force 
the tool firmly, and the shoulder a,4 on said it npwarclly away from the collar e/ this 

15 plug adjacent to said pin forms a solid ham- spring e3 also serves to hold the adjustment 80 
mer head adapted to engage the tool. This of the clamping mechanism of the die D 
split-pin and that part of the plug a2 be- so that it will not change when the die is 
tween the split-pin and the shoulder a1 fit reyolved. Passing through the base A is a 
the opening in all the stakes nicely so that spindle f having a reduced portion f' at 

20 the stakes have a bearing inside as well as some point thereof, and a lever-handle r· 85 
outside. This construction is more rigid The reduced portion f' is arranged eccen
and durable than if the tool were only sup·· trically of the spindle f so that by turning 
ported by the wans of the opening in thtl said spindle, the said portion f' will act as 
holder. a cam to draw down or raise the collar e 

25 In use, it is necessary to watch the work on nut e2 to bind vI' release the die D. The 90 
on the die, and to frequently remove thE' reduced portion f' forming the cam forms 
tool therefrom. 'fo avoid the labor and in· oppositely disposed shoulders r adapted to 
convenience of removing the holder a from engage the collar e and prevent the removal 
the bearing C each time it is desired to in- of the said spindle. . 

30 speet the work, we provide the said holder The die D, shown in Fig. 3, is of the usual 95 
with a friction clevice adapted to engage the and well-known construction, having a plu
bearing C and sustain said holder in any rality of gJ."aduated openings therein to 
position in which it may be left. In the adapt the die to different classes of work. 
preferred form of the invention, this de- The opening e4 through the base A, in 

35 vice consists of a tube b having its ends which the collar e and screw-nut e2 are seat- 100 
closed partly upon the friction balls b', b', ed, extends entirely through the base so ns 
which balls are separated and pressed to allow that vertical movement of these 
against the bearing C by a spring b2

• It parts necessary to accomplish the clamping 
will thus be seen that the balls b' are nor- of said die against the upper face of said 

40 mally pressed outward by the spring b2 with base. Extending through the base A on it 105 
sufficient force to sustain the weight of the radius the same as that of the various die 
holder a and any tool contained therein. openings, is a vertical opening g, in which is 
By applying the friction device to the seated the stump supporting and ejecting 
'holder Ct, we materially simplify the con- mechanism. This mechanism comprises a 

45 structiop. of the tool and reduce the cost cylindrical plunger h, capable of vertical 110 
of production while giving absolute relia- movement in the opening g and normally 
bility to the device. pressed upwardly by a spring i bearing on 

In the modification shown in Figs. 10 the under side thereof, and passing through 
and 11, instead of employing a friction de- an adjustable stop screw j. The bottom of 

50 vice, such as above described, we use two the opening g is closed by a set-screw Ie, 115 
nipples e, e', a portion of each of which is which serves to hold the spring i in place, 
reduced so as to fit the other, and the end and acts as a set-screw relative to the screw 
of each of which is closed and rounded so j. To overcome the tension of the spring i 
as to project into engagement withthe bear- when a stump is being used in the tool, I 

55 ing- C. The reduced portion has an elon- provide locking means for the plunger h 120 
gated slot therein, as e2

, a pin e3 passing ancl preferably make said locking means 
through the holder a, and said slots serving automatic so that the mere positioning of the 
to hold saiJ. device in the holder and per·· stump in the die and base will set said lock-
mit that slight lateral movement necessary ing mechanism and the partial ejection of 

60 to mount the holder in the bearing C. These said stump will result from the release of 125 
tubes are pressed outwardly by a spring e\ said locking mechanism. This mechanism 
mounted within them. As it is necessary comprises a channel h' extending about the 
to hammer \'he holder a, and when the said plunger h horizontally, which channel is 
holder is common to a number of tools it preferably concaved. Passing through the 

65 is desirable to avoid wear thereon as much, base. A js ~ cylindrical bor~ of a diameter 130 
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substantially the same as that of the con- J vveight of the holder and tool by frictional 
cave channel h', and seated in said bore is to engagement with the inner surfnce of said 
spindlem haying a reduced portion m' bearing. The die D is then turned until the 
adapted to enter said channel h' and a desired opening therethrough is nlined with 

1) screw-threaded endm2
, of a smaller diameter the opening ,cJ and bearing C. There- 70 

than the portion 'in'; an operating handle n upon, the spinel Ie f is tamed about 45 c1~
mounted upon said set-screw end 11~2, and a grees by the lever hnndle r, the eccentnc 
spring 0 seated bet-,veen a spring-seat p portion f' thereof drawing the colInI' e and 
formed in the base A and the said operating screw-nut e2 downward and clamping said 

10 handle n, which handle is in the form of a die against the base. vYhile the friction cle- 75 
push-button. The spring 0, it wiJI be ob- vice in the holder ([ will sustain the holder 
served, acts to normally project the handle n in any desired position in the sleeve or bear
and bring the portion m' into engagement ing i\, the spring therein will not exert 
with the plunger h. A similar shoulder q sufficient pressnre to prevent the free move-

15 is formed within the bore in a relation to ment of the holder hl either direction, so 80 
engage the spindle 111, and limit the extent of that the holder and the tool or stake carried 
projection of saiel spinelle and the parts cal'- thereby may be hrought down upon the work 
ried thereby by the spring o. or raised therefrom for purposes of inspec-

In Fig 1 of the drawings, we have shown tion as required. 'When raised, the holder 
20 one form of tool or stake, and in Figs. 2, may be released, the friction device holding 85 

is, and 6, other forms of snch tools or stakes, it in the raised position so as to permit both 
all having this similnrity in their construc- hands to be used for shifting the work, 01' 

tion, to wit,-that one end thereof has a substituting one part for another on the die 
bore therein of a diameter ac~n'l?tecl to fit D. The top peg d, l?eing fitted snugly to the 

25 over and be engaged by the retammg means, top of the holder, WIll stand all of the blows 90 
as the split-pin a3 carried in the holder (t.. in the use of the tool without spreading, 
This feature is present irrespective of the thus increasing the life of the holder and 
character of the work-end of the tool, al- avoiding any cnecessity for tempering the 
though in some tools as that shown in Fig~. entire holder, and those inaccUl'acies re-

30 2,5, and 6, this bore extends entirely througll sulting from snch. ,i\lhen it is desired to 95 
the tool axi.ally. In each of the figures, we change a tool, it is merely necessary to 1'e
haye inclicatecl the tool at E, anel the bore move" the tool 01' stake E 'from the split-pin 
thereof at E'. The large opening D' in the a3 and substitute another tool therefor. 
die D is especially adapted for use with Many of the tools or stakes may be used as 

35 stumps, and we, therefore, to prevent the stumps, also, if desired, thus making it pos- 100 
ejector mechanism from throwing the stump sible to haye a full iOet of tools and stumps 
entirely from the die, provide said opening with a much smaller 1111mber of parts than 
with a friction ring D2. The plunger 11., is required when the tools and stumps differ 
screw j and set screw 1c are each provided essentially in their construction as is the 

40 with a central longitudinal opening, whieh case in the usnal and well-known style of 105 
openings are concentric with each other and staking tools. To use any tool or stake E as 
concentric with the opening in the bearing C a stump, it is merely neressary to bring the 
whereby a continuous cl:annel is p.I'ovideLl opening D' of the die ~ into alinement with 
from top to bottom. TIns constl'llcilon pel'- the opening g and bearll1g C and clamp the 

45 mits the small watch parts, staffs, pins, ete. die in position and insert the tool or stake llO 
to fall down through after being driven out. through said openings until it engages the "T e provide the base A with a screw-thread- plunger h and thereafter forcing said pInn-
ed socket in which a key F, adapted to actu- O'er ~lownwardlv until the channel h' is 
ate the screw-nut e2 may be screwed, to con- ~linec1 with the" spindle m. The spring 0 

50 veniently attach said key to the tool. will, when the parts are so positioned, force 115 
The operation of the herein c1esClI'ibecl the reduced port.ion 'in' into said channel 

staking. tool is substantiall:x- as fonow~: andl~ck the plunger in this position. After 
The deSIred tDol or stake E bell1g selected, It the (he has been clamped as above stated 
is inserted into the holeler, over the split- any number of stakes or tools can be used 

55 pin a3 and pushed up against the seat a\ one after the other without changing the 12G 
the split-pin aU acting as a frictional device position of the die. ·While, if desired, the 
to hold the tool or stake in place. The spindle In may be relied upon to absorb any 
holclera is then inserted in the bearing C, shocks upon the plnnger h from the stump, 
the spring bZ, in the preferrec1.foI1l1 of fric- we prefer that the pa1'b3 be adjusted so that. 

60 tion device, or c4 in the modified form, all the shocks will come upon the plunger Ii, 12t» 
y1elding sufficiently to permit the balls b' the screw :i and set screw k. The locking 
or the sleeves c to recede within said holder action of the spindle 1n is entirely auto
sufficiently to permit the holder to be so matico 'When it i.s desired to remove tl:e 
inserted and subsequently exert that out- stump, the operatmg handle or button IS 

65 ward pressure necessary to sustain the pressed inwardly against the tension of the 130 
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spring 0, forcing the portion m' out of the 
channel h' and permitting the spring i to 
raise the plunger h and with it the stump. 
The friction ring d 2 will prevent the stump 

5 flying entirely out of the die, and the plun
ger h will be retained in its bearing through 
its engagement with the bottom of the die 
D. The spindle m will be held preparatory 
to its next operation through the engage-

10 ment of the portion m' with the plunger h 
below the channel h'. The set-screw lc 
locks the stop-screw j and acts as a seat for 
the spring i. 

It will be observed that by using tools 
15 or stakes and stumps having long stems, 

suflicient bearing surfaces are provided to 
secure the desired accllracy in the tool, and 
also avoid special flanges to absorb shocks 
on the stumps by transmitting them to the 

20 die D. This feature assumes considerable 
importance in a tool wherein extreme aL:
curacy and precision is an essential feaime. 

It is not our intention to limit the inven
tion to the details of construction shown in 

25 the accompanying c1ra.willgs, it being ap
parent that such may be varied and still re
tain all of the essential characteristics of our 
invention as defined in the following claims. 

Having described the invention, what we 
30 claim as new and desire to have prot,ected 

by Letters Patent is:-
1. In a staking tool, the combination with 

a base, a die having an opening therein 
mounted upon said base, and a bearing 

35 alined with the opening in said die, of a 
tool holder slidably mounted in said bear
ing, having openings in the opposite sides 
thereof, laterally movable friction members 
mounted in said openings and adapted to 

40 project beyond said holder and frictionally 
engaging the inside of said bearing and a. 
spring disposed in said opening between said 
members whereby said members are forced 
into engagement with said bearing. 

45 2. In a staking tool, the combination with 
a base, a die and a bearing of a holder car
rying a. tool or stake mounted in said beuT
ing, a sleeve having reduced ends carried by 
said holder, a plurality of friction balls 

50 mounted in said sleeve and projecting in 
part through said reduced cnds thcreof, and 
a spring proj ecting said balls from said 
sleeve. 

3. In a staking tool, the combination of a 
55 base having an opening therein, a die, means 

rotatably mounting said die on said base 
comprising a collar carrying a screw, a 
screw-nut adapted to engage sn.id die and 
said screw, and a spring between said col-

lar and said screw-nut, an eccentric mounted 60 
in said collar, and an operating handle for 
said eccentric exposed exteriorly of said 
ba.se, whereby said die may be locked against 
saId base. 

4. In a staking tool, the combination with 65 
a base, a die, a bearing and a. holder car
rying a. tool or stake mounted in said bear
ing, of a stump retaining and ejecting mech
anism comprising a plunger seated in an 
opening below sa\d bearing, a spring acting 70 
to normally raise said plunger, a seat for 
said spring and means whereby said plunger 
may be locked when depressed, and released, 
~s desired, to eject a stump from said open-
mg. 75 

;'5. In a staking tool, the combination with 
a base, a die, a· bearing and a holder car
rying a tool or stake mounted in said bear
ing, of a stump retaining and ejecting mech
anism comprising a plunger seated in an 80 
opening below said bearing, a spring acting 
to normally raise said plunger, a seat for 
said spring, a laterally removable locking 
member adapted to engage said plunger 
when it is depressed, and a spring acting 85 
on said member whereby it will automatic
ally engage said plunger and said locking 
member may be reciprocated against the ten
sion of said spring to release said member. 

6. In a staking tool, the combination with 90 
a base~ a die, a bearing and a holder car
rying the tool 01' stake mounted in said bear
ing, of a. stump retaining and rejecting 
mechanism comprising a. plunger seated 1n 
an opening below said bearing, a spring act- 95 
ing to normally raise said plunger, a seat 
for said spring, said plunger having a hori
zonta.lchannel thereabout, a laterally ex
tended spindle mounted in said base, said 
spindle having a reduced portion adapted to 100 
enter said channel, a screw-threaded stem, 
and an operating handle or button exposed 
exteriorly of said base, and a spring actiI!-g 
upon said handle or button, whereby saId 
spindle will be automatically reciprocated 105 
to lock said plunger in the depressed posi
tion, and said spindle may be reciprocated 
to disengage said reduced portion from said 
channel. 

In witness whereof, we have hereunto af- no 
fixed our signatures in the presence of two 
witnesses this 23rd day of May, 1908. 

'Witnesses: 

LESTER J. WILLIAMS. 
FRED C. MYRICK. 

CHARLES E. FOSTER, 
HARRY T. LORD. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the "Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D. C." 


